
FUMC ESL 6-17-2010         Vocabulary for Babies

Verbs-Things we do to a baby:
hold, cuddle, coo, change a diaper, bathe, undress, buckle up, praise, sing, play with, 
kiss, rock, comfort, pat, burp the baby, give a bottle, nurse, play patty cake, read 
nursery rhymes

Patty Cake Rhyme
Patty cake, patty cake, baker man.
Make me a cake as fast as you can.
Roll it, and pinch it, and mark it with a B.
And put it in the oven for baby and me.

Nouns-Things associated with a  baby:
pacifier
night light
rattle
teething ring
teddy bear
rocking chair
car seat
stroller
nursery rhymes
safety pins
baby lotion
wipes
training pants
disposable diaper
cloth diaper
diaper pail
high chair
bib
formula
bottle
dimples

Adjectives-How we describe a baby:
cute, adorable, quiet, fussy, precious, teensy, chubby, jolly, innocent, whiney, angelic, 
dainty, darling

Discussing babies:
What is a toddler?
What’s the best thing about having a baby? worst thing?
How many babies would you like to have?
What is the best age for a child? Why?
What do we mean when we say, “Child-proof your house”?



What steps did you take to make your babies safe?
Should a couple plan the number of babies to have, or just let nature take it’s course?
Is abortion legal in your country? How do people feel about abortion?
Do you think international adoptions are OK, or should children only be adopted by 
others of the same culture?
Would you ever consider adopting a child? Why or why not?
Do you think you will do a better job of raising your children than your parents did?
Would you like to have twins or triplets?
Do you prefer to have sons or daughters?
Do the laws of your country allow you to have as many children as you want?
Do you think it’s wrong to have lots of kids?
What is one thing you would never allow your children to do?
Is it OK to spank children? Would you ever do it in public?
When is it OK for a government agency to take a child away from it’s parents?
In the U.S. we use foster care more than orphanages. How about your country?


